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Photograph courtesy Ute Lear



 Message from the BCSME President 

The British Columbia Society of Model Engineers is proud to add the B.C. Garden Railway to its railway

attractions and is grateful to all of the persons, both within the BCSME and the Greater Vancouver

Garden Railway Club (GVGRC) for their imagination and hard work.  We wish a glowing future to the
Garden Railway as it entertains and teaches members and visitors about the workings of railways,

which serve such an important role in the cause of Canada's national life.

Kent Cavaghan, BCSME President Website:  https://www.bcsme.org

Message from the Garden Railway Committee Chair

The BCSME Garden Railway Committee wishes to thank everyone who contributed their time, talent,

and financial resources to make this project a success.  Without their generous support, the new layout

could not have been built.  We especially thank the many people who attended numerous work parties
in all types of weather over the past year, and who worked diligently to get the job done.  We would

also like to acknowledge and thank the Greater Vancouver Garden Railway Club for the significant
contribution made by their Executive and members throughout the course of this project.  Their

support has been invaluable and is greatly appreciated.

Tom Carr, BCSME 
Garden Railway Commitee Chair                       Website:  www.bcsme.org/garden-railway

https://www.bcswme.org/
http://www.bcsme.org/garden-railway


Grand Opening of the

Burnaby Central Garden Railway

120 North Willingdon Avenue

Burnaby, British Columbia, Canada

Members and Guests:

Friday, July 6, 2018:  11:00 a.m. To 5:00 p.m.

The General Public:

Saturday, July 7, 2018:  11:00 a.m. To 5:00 p.m.
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The Burnaby Central Garden Railway

INTRODUCTION

[A note about attribution of the photographs:  It is difficult to print individual attributions for this article, for

logistical reasons.  Therefore, in alphabetical order, the names of the photographers are Tom Carr, Kent

Cavaghan, Frank Fleury, Paul Ohannesian, Thomas Pruden, John Roberts, and Richard Sutcliffe.  The Editor
apologizes for any inadvertent omissions of credits.]

The origin of the Garden Railway was described in the BCSME Whistle in July, 2017 (Vol. 47, Issue 7, pp. 29 –30):

The Garden Railway

By Tom Carr

The Garden Railway idea first got started in 2011 when two of us BCSME Directors visited the West Coast Railway

Museum in Squamish, B.C., operated by the West Coast Railway Association. (wcra.org) We took a ride on their

7-1/2” gauge Minirail.  It is an out-and-back operation, and at the “out” end, we saw the WCRA's Garden Railway
and liked what we saw.  We felt that it was an idea worth emulating at the BCSME.  [See the photos below.]

We Garden Railway enthusiasts started out as a Group, with no official status until we had developed our concept

and approached the Board of Directors for “Committee” status, which the board granted.  We then asked for the
current layout area to be designated for a garden railway and for enough funds to create the current layout,

which the Board gave us.  Since the time when the project started we have received several unsolicited donations
of track and equipment and money, which proved to be very beneficial to us and helped us get off to a good start.

Of course, as in any organization, at first we had our detractors, but the number of visitors has increased steadily

since the Garden Railway opened, to the point that we get a steady stream of visitors when we are running.  We
have a small interactive area which kids enjoy and a donation car that has brought in enough revenue to pay for

the purchase of our Thomas the Tank Engine train, which, of course, the kids love!

The group collectively and individually owns a wide variety of locomotives and rolling stock;  engines include not

only electrically-powered units, but also some small steamers.  When we took over the site in 2014, it was

basically dirt on clay, very wet in the rainy season, which in Vancouver is eight months of the year.  The initial
land had to be cleared, drainage pipes installed, and the layout area levelled before the track could be laid.  The

photographs on the next page give a general impression of our accomplishments to date.

See next page for the photographs that illustrated this 2017 article ...
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The origin of the Garden Railway was described in the BCSME Whistle in July, 2017 (Vol. 47, Issue 7, pp.29 – 30):

THE “PRESENT” [July 2017] GARDEN RAILWAY:

  (First two photos) Tom Carr         (Others below): Paul Ohannesian

                                 

          SITE PLAN, TOP LEFT:  PRESENT RAILWAY,

      LOWER RIGHT, PLANNED EXPANSION.

**************************************************************************************

As described in the 2017 article reprinted above, the success of the small test layout as measured by its

popularity with visitors to the Garden Railway site at the Burnaby Central Railway led to the design and
commencement of construction of the larger layout described in this article.

There was a bit of “pre-history” that deserves description … see the next page:
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“PREHISTORY”:  AUGUST 12, 2017

The Greater Vancouver Garden Railway Club (http://www.gvgrc.ca/index.php) was established in 1994 when

enthusiasts for the hobby came together to pool their efforts.  Unlike smaller scales like HO, garden railroading
involves quite large equipment and a good deal of space in which to build track with curves compatible with the

equipment.  As well as requiring much space, the hobby involves a fair outlay of cold hard cash.  Very few
individuals would be in a position to develop their own private garden railway.  

The GVGRC has developed a modular layout that they are able to transport in sections to various sites like

schools and shopping malls to share their hobby with the public.  On August 12, 2017, they brought that layout to
the grounds of the Burnaby Central Railway.  These photos illustrate that event.  The major significance of its

appearance at the BCR site was that it clearly illustrated to all what a good-sized garden railway layout had to
offer.  This event gave a definite and encouraging “push” to the BCR's project.
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The “Mikado Locomotive Incentive”

As if the large modular garden railway layout of the Greater Vancouver Garden Railway Club were not enough

incentive to build a larger layout at the Burnaby Central Railway than the small demonstration layout, the
acquisition of a large live steam 2-8-2 Mikado locomotive by the BCSME was the clincher.  It simply could not

negotiate the tight curves of the smaller layout, yet it was a highly attractive engine that just begged for a
suitable railway upon which to run.  

The Section House

In the early days of the BCSME Garden Railway, all equipment was stored in the Workshop building.  There were

two disadvantages to this arrangement.  First, it was quite a distance from the Workshop to the layout.  Second,

space in the Workshop was at a premium.  The 2014 solution was to build a storage building adjacent to the small
demonstration garden railway layout.  It was located to the North of the layout so as not to impede the

development of the larger layout to the South.  The small building was finished in grey and white to match BCR
buildings elsewhere on the site.  It was dubbed the “Section House”, in keeping with traditional auxiliary storage

buildings on prototypical railways.
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Preparing the Site

As shown on Page 5, the site for the Garden Railway expansion phase was located to the Southeast of the small 

demonstration railway and the Section House.  During the days before the Garden Railway, this was a broad 
grassy area that provided a park-like setting for the main 7-1/2” Burnaby Central Railway.  

The photographs on this and the following page illustrate the large task that converting this site to Garden 

Railway use entailed. 
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Creating the Geometry for Building the Concrete Block Walls

Once the site had been prepared, a level and compacted layer of drain rock awaited careful surveying to

transfer the measurements on the drawing to the actual site for placing the concrete blocks. Both

instruments and measuring rods were used, as depicted in the following illustrations.  

The purpose of the concrete block walls would be to create pockets filled with more drain rock, in order to

provide a support for the track at a comfortable operating height, as steam locomotives are generally

accompanied around the track by their operator, who makes adjustments along the way.

An incidental benefit to older members of the railway would be the elimination of the need for reaching all

the way down to the ground to place equipment on the rails or to pick it up again.  Readers “of a certain

age” will know what this means!
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Constructing the Concrete Block Walls

If any stage of the construction of the Garden Railway could be described as “heroic”, surely it was this

stage!  Many volunteers toiled for long hours to accurately set the blocks into place.  The blocks themselves
are the Allan Block product manufactured by Expocrete; they were supplied by Brock White Construction

Materials of Burnaby. Each double-cell block weighs about 75 pounds. Brock White Sales staffer Trina
Bentley deserves thank for her attention to our requirements.

The volunteers who collaborated on the project include: Terry Anderson, Dennis Bosa, Ray Bosa, Tom Carr,

Kent Cavaghan, Frank Fleury, Eric Klokstad, Tor, Jayden, Chris Long, Phil MacGregor, Tom Pruden, Ron
Scott, Rob Stead, Richard Sutcliffe, Mark Waite, Evan Wickens, and Brad Wickham.
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Laying the Track

With the completion of the supporting structure of concrete blocks and gravel, it was time to lay track in

place.  The Garden Railway trackage actually comprises two “gauges” (the horizontal distance between the
rail heads), of 45 mm (G gauge) and 32 mm (O gauge), although only one loop of the track is actual dual

gauge.  Dan Pantages (President of the Greater Vancouver Garden Railway Club) of Bear Creek Railroad
deserves thanks for supplying all of the new track.  He also has come out and helped on site.

The track is made up of brass alloy rail on plastic ties that have a central hold-down strip underneath.  It

has holes in it that allow for anchoring pins to be set into the gravel below; the strip is concealed beneath
the track ballast.  Because of its construction, track may be used in straight runs and in curved arcs.   This

is illustrated in the following photographs. 
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Selected Photographs of the Burnaby Central Garden Railway 

up to mid-June, 2018

The next three pages, pp. 10-12, illustrate the state of completion of the Burnaby Central Garden Railway to the

date indicated.  There is no doubt that more track, buildings, plantings, and, of course, running equipment, will
appear as the months and years pass by.  For the present, let this booklet serve as the historical record of a great

achievement holding lots of promise of enjoyment for members of the BCSME, the GVGRC, and the General
Public, for it is a fully functional model railroad with many, many fascinating features.

MOTIVE POWER

The locomotives on the Garden Railway are powered in one of three ways.  First: Battery Power.  The power

source is placed in a freight car behind the locomotive itself and connected with a power cable. As with all

batteries, it is Direct Current (DC).  Second: Direct Current in track  .  The power source is a separate unit that
converts “line” (household) Alternating Current (AC) to the Direct Current (DC) required by the motors that power

the engines.  Third: Steam.  With butane or alcohol as a fuel carried in the tender, the locomotive runs just like
a full-sized one, heating water to produce steam, the pressure of which pushes pistons that are connected to the

wheels and cause them to turn through a crank action.

All three power systems are under the control of the engineer by means of a radio-control handheld device.  [See

photograph on back cover.]  All necessary commands are possible:   Stop,  Go,  Speed Up,  Slow Down,  Reverse.
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We, the British Columbia Society of Model Engineers, on behalf of the Burnaby

Central Garden Railway, welcome visitors from our community and other 

private individuals and members of similar railroading enterprises. 

  Please visit our website to learn all about hours and access:

    www.bcsme.org/garden-railway

http://www.bcsme.org/garden-railway


        

             Photograph of original “experimental” layout courtesy Paul Ohannesian, 2016            


